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Per~unalit} and Situatiun
The construct motivation has been
extensively used in the work of personality
theorists. Freudian theory. which provided the theoretical direction for motivation
research of the SOsand 6Os, is a theory of
personalitydevelopment.lncommon
with
other major theorists in this field, Freud
proposed an interpretation of personality
in terms of one unifying motivational
theme. For Freud it was channelization of
the libido; for Alder it was striving for
superiority (Ansbacher and Ansbacher,
1956); for Fromm escape from loneliness
(1941); for Sullivan the need for human
relationships (1953); and for Homey
coping with anxiety (1937).
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of personality has in recent years provided
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scores high on need for approval if she does
not perceive doing the laundry as a situa.
tion that engages her need for approval,
This important insight suggests that when
only personality predisposition is measured, marketing research practice falls
short of the mark. The evidence attests to
the meager explanatory power of personality constructs tor consumer behavior
(Kassarjian.1973).
Psychologists who study the effect of
personality predisposition on behavior
have attempted to integrate situational
factors into their research, and the need
tor situational sampling is emphasized
(e.g.. Bowers. 1973). The idea of situa-
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